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…the difference between COVID-19
and other economic crises has
been profound. The pandemic has
affected every aspect of the
people, place, and platform value
proposition.

Budgets overall are a source of concern. …[C]hanges in technology
and user needs often require additional funding, but academic
libraries don’t see that happening in the next five years. More than
three-fourths of respondents (66.6 percent) say their budgets will
either stay the same or decrease. (Budgets that remain flat
effectively decrease in purchasing power due to inflation.)

Source: Jones (2020); Rea (2021)

…libraries have truly excelled during COVID.
Libraries have spent the past two decades
increasing and expanding their digital collections …
and exploring new licensing models ... Having this
groundwork in place when COVID struck was
foundational. Libraries could nimbly shift resources
from print to digital…

Faculty and students now expect access
… virtually, as classes are increasingly
offered remotely or hybrid… innovation
… to lead through challenging times as
opposed to merely surviving.

Source: Jones (2020); Rosato (2021)

…ubiquitous
streaming
services
pegged to
individual
accounts…

Commercial streaming services … have taken on even more importance during the
pandemic by taking on the releases of new films due to COVID restrictions on movie
theaters. However, none of the now standard channels for video offer any realistic type
of service plan for institutions. Other than YouTube, whose content unpredictably can be
purged without notice, libraries have little availability to a growing portion of today’s
critical video resources...
Source: Herther (2020)

Sources: Gatti & Mierowsky (2016); Rea (2021); Vogus (2020); Zhang (2020)

Sources: Farley et al. (2021); Ferris (2017); Fund (2021);
Gerberi et al. (2021); Sariola (2021); Warren (2021)

Sources: Rosato (2021a, 2021b)

Source: Slutskaya & Linoski (2020); Tran & Guo (2021)

Sources: Asai (2021), Ojennus (2017)
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Print to Electronic Conversions at Discount (Direct and
Through Preferred Library Platforms)
Increased/Extended Discounts on e-Books and e-Journals (as
libraries shifted to online-only and hybrid environments)
Opened Up Access to e-Collection, e-Book, and e-Journal
Content
Discounted Renewals/Updates for Current e-Collections
Customers
Book and Journal Distribution (POD) – Constant Contact to
Maintain No Disruption in Manufacturing at POD Facilities
Agile Publishing Process for COVID-19-Related and Other
Publications

• Access, Inclusivity, and Accessibility

• Digital Preferred Format for Journals
• WCAG Compliance
• Bringing a Greater Focus to DEI Efforts
(Titles, Content, Accessibility, and More)
• Remote Access Options - Further
Integration and Enhancements
• Shibboleth/OpenAthens Integration
• IPs with Proxy
• Referral URLs

• Flexible Purchasing and Acquisitions Options to
Meet Library Needs
• Print to Electronic Conversions at
Discount Continued Indefinitely
• Support for the Open Access Movement
• IGI Global’s OA Fee Waiver (Read & Publish)
Initiative
• Building upon more truly transformative options
(full Diamond support through Publish & Read
options)
• 30 journals were converted to Gold OA in January
2021, 30 more will be converted in January 2022 to
keep up with Plan S mandates and stay agile
within the movement

• Meeting with Libraries, Consortia, and Systems
• To get a better sense of needs (where can we
continue to adapt to fit changing needs of the
community?)

•
•
•

Consortium / library system deals
Digital scholarship / digital media
proliferation / shift to e-resources
Diversity, equity, inclusion

•
•
•

Flexible purchasing models
Licensing frameworks
Open Access/ Open Educational
Resources / Scholarly communication

•
•
•

Publisher packages and e-collections
Remote work, online access, and
technologies
Other
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8 additional responses stating “n/a” and “top priority is not other”.
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